The kinetics of flavine oxidation-reduction. II. Metal ion interactions.
The oxidation-reduction reactions of tetraacetylriboflavine in the presence of various metal ions in dimethylformamide have been investigated using the stopped-flow technique under anaerobic conditions. Dismutation kinetics in the presence of redox-inactive dissociated divalent metal ions such as Cd2+, Zn2+, and Fe2+ are typically triphasic. Metal ions act primarily upon an intermediate flavine dimer formed by fast association of flavoquinone and flavohydroquinone, resulting in a parallel formation and neutral and chelated radicals. A competition between metal ions and proton donors, e.g. the neutral flavohydroquinone (FredH3), is observed at the level of this intermediate complex. Small spectral changes occur secondarily as an ill-defined intermediate phase which could correspond to the reorganization of the solvation of radical chelate. The neutral radical is finally chelated at a much slower rate, the yield of total radical formation remaining almost unchanged during this kinetic phase. The oxidation of flavohydroquinone by ferric ions, either dissociated or strongly coordinated within a porphyrin, is complete and proceeds through biphasic kinetics. The first phase (Fred leads to F) is much faster than the second one (F leads to Fox). Dismutation resulting from the transient accumulation of neutral flavosemiquinone competes with the direct oxidation with ferric ions for the completion of the second oxidation step. The relative rate of dismutation is essentially limited by acidic-basic reactions in the absence of an excess of ferrous ion. The kinetic analysis of the direct oxidation reactions favors an outer-sphere mechanism for the electron transfer to the ferric ion, either free or strongly coordinated. The formation of a ferrous radical chelate can result from the dismutation reactions only when the amount of ferric ion initially present is not sufficient for complete oxidation.